This Week in Science

Women in Science: From Panes to Ceilings: B. HEALY


OSI: The Devil You Know? ■ What’s Left on the Table ■ NSF’s No-Fuss Investigations

OSI: Better the Devil You Know? ■ What’s Left on the Table ■ NSF’s No-Fuss Investigations

Fatal Error: How Patriot Overlooked a Scud

Wilson Slashes Spending For Antismoking Effort

Animal Rightists Trash MSU Lab

Kessler Gives FDA a Facelift

Technology Initiative Initiated

A Booster Shot for Children’s Vaccines

Kaposi’s Sarcoma Gives on Key Fronts ■ On the Track of a Second Infectious Agent

Building a Silicon Surface, Atom by Atom ■ Proposal: A Flip Side For Crystallography

Name Your Poison: Toxicologists Meet: Fiber Flap ■ Mercurial Debate ■ Kuwait Quits Smoking ■ Czech-ing out Toxic Wastes

Databank on Chernobyl Disaster ■ Review for Army Whistleblower ■ Painting the Brain ■ Population Alarm ■ Big Red’s Computer Virus Hatchery ■ Eggs-aggregation ■ Orchid Gene Repository ■ Dutch Polluters’ Green Plan ■ Thwarting the FOIA

Women in Science ■ Editor’s Introductory Overview ■ Profile of a Field: Neuroscience ■ Key Issue: Mentoring ■ Profile of a Field: Chemistry ■ DataPoints ■ Key Issue: Two-Career Science Marriage ■ Profile of a Field: Mathematics ■ Key Issue: Tenure ■ Reader Response

Recognition of tRNA Precursors: A Role for the Intron: J. ABEelson

Water in Earth’s Mantle: The Role of Nominally Anhydrous Minerals: D. R. Bell and G. R. RossMan

Direct Observation of Chemical Bond Dynamics on Surfaces: J. T. Yates Jr., M. D. Alv ey, M. J. Dresser, M. A. Henderson, M. Kiskinova, R. D. Ramsier, A. Szabó

Participation of the Intron in the Reaction Catalyzed by the Xenopus tRNA Splicing Endonuclease: M. I. Baldy, E. Mattoccia, E. Bufardeci, S. Fabbris, G. P. Tacchini-Valentini


Ti4C12—is Metallo-Carbohedrenes: A New Class of Molecular Clusters?: B. C. Guo, K. F. Kerns, A. W. Castleman, Jr.
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More women are going into science than ever before, but a “glass ceiling” often keeps them from making it to the very top of the career ladder. This invisible barrier—and some creative ways of breaking through it—are described in the special section Women in Science, pages 1363 through 1388. Also see the editorial by Bernadine Healy, director of the National Institutes of Health, on page 1333, and a bibliography of books on women in science, page 1449. [Illustration by Rob Colvin]


1416 Surface Charge-Induced Ordering of the Au(111) Surface: J. Wang, A. J. Davenport, H. S. Isaacs, B. M. Ocko


1421 A Mass Transfer Explanation of Metabolic Scaling Relations in Some Aquatic Invertebrates and Algae: M. R. Patterson

1423 Behavioral Hypothermia and Survival of Hypoxic Protozoans Paramecium caudatum: G. M. Malvin and S. C. Wood


1427 Formation of Ion-Permeable Channels by Tumor Necrosis Factor-α: B. L. Kagan, R. L. Baldwin, D. Munoz, B. J. Wisnieski


1432 Oncostatin M as a Potent Mitogen for AIDS-Kaposi’s Sarcoma-Derived Cells: S. A. Miles, O. Martínez-Maza, A. Rezai, L. Magdantay, T. Kishimoto, S. Nakamura, S. F. Radka, P. S. Linsley


1437 Inhibition of Development of Kaposi’s Sarcoma–Related Lesions by a Bacterial Cell Wall Complex: S. Nakamura, S. Sakurada, S. Z. SalahuDin, Y. Osada, N. G. Tanaka, N. Sakamoto, M. SekiGuch, R. C. Gallo

1441 Involvement of Subplate Neurons in the Formation of Ocular Dominance Columns: A. Ghosh and C. J. Shatz

Technical Comments


Book Reviews

1448 The Animal Rights Crusade, reviewed by D. McAdam  ● The Greatest Good to the Greatest Number, A. Cowdrey  ● The Science Matrix, P. H. Abelson  ● Women in Science: A Bibliography  ● Books Received

Products & Materials

1452 Fluorescence Spectrophotometer  ● Insect Cell Culture Medium  ● Molecular Graphics Software  ● SemiAutomated DNA Sequence Reader  ● Dehydrator for IEF Gels  ● Low-Cost AA Spectrometers  ● Evaporation Workstation  ● High-Recovery Microconcentrators  ● Cell Penetrator System  ● Literature
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